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First Montrose Commons is on 

 

You should be, too! 

 
You can join  
First Montrose Commons  
– your neighborhood association – for 
only $10 per person per year.  

The Newsletter of the Civic Association of the First Montrose Commons, Inc. 

P R E S E R V I N G  O U R  H I S T O R Y  

P R O T E C T I N G  O U R  F U T U R E  

October 
V23 No9 

Are y ou p repar ed ?     

Keep your Trees Trimmed, and your Car Tank at least ½ full! 

FIRST MONTROSE COMMONS LEADERS BEGAN NEGOTIATING to 

preserve our historic old trees more than ten years ago. They’ve relentlessly sought 

the help of the City of Houston to enforce its own Tree Ordinance and to craft 

innovative solutions where the need to preserve a tree conflicts with planned con-

struction. Tree 871 exemplifies our efforts. Yet, despite all our work, contractors 

excavated right across the roots embedded in Bute St. with no regard for the 

agreed preservation plan 
MORE, PAGE 2  

  

at 

HOFHEINZ HOUSE 

TUESDAY NOV 7 

EARLY VOTING 

OCT 23 – NOV 3 



 

 IN FMC promises to be ALLOWEEN

BETTER THAN EVER, as we plan to have 

a PARTY at the Historic Hofheinz House, 

3900 Milam Street instead of our 

traditional walking Trick-or-Treat.  

Widespread construction sites scattered 

throughout the neighborhood makes it un-

safe to walk our youngest "commoners" in 

the dusk to seek treats, so we've gathered all 

the treats and fun we can into one fabulous 

location for a safe evening of fun for the kids 

and their parents. 

Lance and Barbara McKnight have always 

hosted the Trick-or-Treat "afterparty" at their 

lovely home, but this year they will host the 

whole thing. 

We will begin with a Pumpkin Hunt for the 

youngsters, so they can find the perfect min-

iature pumpkin for the first ever FMC Pump-

kin Painting Festival! Then we'll watch our 

Monstrous Little Monet's create their best 

masterpieces on the micro-pumpkins. 

The highlight will be the Piñata Pumpkin 

Pummeling to Hip Halloween Tunes as the 

kids break open the treat-filled Jack-O-

Lantern. 

As always – YOU STILL NEED TO SIGN UP 

ONLINE TO PARTICIPATE – whether 

you're bringing your little goblins, or 

whether you'd like to help host or provide 

treats. We do this to insure everyone stays 

safe and so we have enough for all the 

kids. SIGN UP NOW on the FMC website 

(https://FIRSTMONTROSECOMMONS.ORG ) 

Please indicate the number of kids you're 

bringing, and if you want to help host. 

The Party Starts TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31 

at 6:00pm and runs 'til 8. 

                                                Lessons on how to kill a Live Oak 

 YOU PUT A FROG INTO A POT OF TEPID WATER and then 
slowly but constantly increase its temperature, the frog is likely to 
remain in the water until the temperature kills it; if you drop the 
frog into a pot of hot water, it will jump out, preventing its death. 

So goes the parable meant to teach us to be wary of gradually accumulating 
threats, and cautions us not to give up our vigilance because the course is 
long.  –[NOTE—NO FROGS WERE KILLED OR INJURED IN THIS ARTICLE!] 

FMC has been lobbying the City of Houston Public Works Department for 
more than a decade to preserve our canopy of old trees. Each time we raise 
concerns, they politely say "Don't worry, there'll be some pruning but we will 
do whatever is necessary to protect them," –and then they go back to their 
offices and file the papers away. A critical event occurs threatening one of 
our trees and FMC rises up to defend it; the City doesn't understand why 
we're so upset, but grudgingly sends someone out to appease us. But it's 
too late—damage has already been done. "Don't worry – the injury is minor 
and won't kill the tree. They didn't cut any really BIG roots." 

Such "logic" reveals a complete lack of understanding of the physics and 
physiology of Live Oaks. They don't rely on "BIG ROOTS" – either structurally 
or physiologically. Instead, they rely on tens of thousands of very small roots, 
which individaully cannot support or sustain them, but collectively are 
essential. So allowing a contractor to prune or remove any root less than 2 
inches actually cuts right at the very heart and soul of a Live Oak, and while 
it will likely not kill the tree today, in time it will most surely. 

Likewise, pouring concentrated lime solution (pH 14) over these tiny nutritive 
and supportive roots will leach vital nutrients out of them and back into the 
soil (where the pH is roughly 8 or less). Further, the caustic pH of lime also 
permananently damages the cell membranes of the roots, rendering them 

incapable of taking up anything (like water or nutrients), and 
eventually killing these "insignificant" roots. 

What is required to save our heritage trees is 
the constant uninterrupted vigilance of all FMC 
residents.  

"If you see something, SAY something" 
applies to careless contractors and  
City Departments as well! 

MORE on Page 4  

H

If
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Tree 871, Bute @ Branard St., October 6, 2017- Crews have excavated into the 

small roots area within the 10 ft protection zone, and mixed lime with the soil, 

rather than backfilling with simple stabilized sand as specified by the 

preservation plan. 
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HELD ITS BEST NEIGHBORHOOD NIGHT OUT EVER OCTOBER 3RD
  

WITH A LARGE CROWD OF FOLKS FROM ALL OVER OUR NEIGHBOR-

HOOD COMING TO ENJOY THE EVENING. The skies threatened 

us with sprinkles off and on, but never quite enough to 

get us wet and certainly not sufficient to dampen the 

spirits of the nearly 50 people who brought food, drink and 

comradeship aplenty! 

Chris Lively and FMC's own Josh Hamilton provided live mu-

sic throughout the evening—interrupted only once by a dis-

gruntled apartment dweller's complaints that it was too 

much noise (at 7:00pm no less!) 

HPD Lieutenant Christopher Davis stopped by to introduce 

himself as the "point man" for any policing problems in our 

neighborhood – part of Chief Acevedo's new programs to 

improve community policing and reduce crime. We managed 

to persuade Lt. Davis and his partner to stay a while and 

enjoy a bit of food and banter with our neighbors, who gave 

them both an earful about the situation under Spur 527. 

Resha Thomas, Director of Community Engagement for 

Harris County Precinct 1 Commissioner Rodney Ellis, 

presented a Certificate in appreciation of FMC's 

community efforts.  

But perhaps the most satisfying thing of the 

whole evening was the huge number of fami-

lies with kids of all ages who turned out. No 

one could recall there ever having been that many 

kids gathered together playing hide and seek and giant 

Jenga (quite a challenge on the crushed granite grounds!) as 

their parents enjoyed a little grown up time with neighbors. 

For the first time in nearly twenty years, we also featured an 

ice cream social with fresh made goodies from Sweet Cup, 

provided by Dr. & Mrs. Jim Wheeler, who were also gracious 

enough to let us use their property to host this year's event. 

This year also was the first time that the Octoberfest Keg – 

provided by Brandon Nguyen of D&Q The Beer Mart – was 

completely dry when returned after the party. Fortunately, it 

didn't run out until right at 8:00pm! 

Our thanks to everyone who helped plan, set up,  

and clean up our best NNO ever!  

 

 

FMC
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Soil pH 

The pH of soil refers to its acidity or alkalinity. 
Soils with a pH of 7.0 are said to be neutral, 
while anything lower is acidic and anything 
higher is alkaline. Soil pH is important be-
cause it affects a plant's ability to absorb 
nutrients. Most plants, including oak trees, 
prefer a pH that is neutral to acidic and higher 
pH can make soil nutrients unavailable to the 
tree, effectively causing malnutrition. 

Oak Trees 

Oaks are a large and varied group of trees 
that grow under an equally varied set of con-
ditions. Most, however, have one thing in 
common: they grow best with a fairly low pH. 
Some may be able to tolerate neutral or near-
neutral conditions, while others -- like the pin 
oak -- grow exclusively in acidic soil. High pH 
in the soil around oak trees typically leads to a 
condition known as chlorosis. 

Iron Chlorosis 

Chlorosis occurs when a plant lacks sufficient 
chlorophyll to carry out photosynthesis. One 
particular type -- known as iron chlorosis -- is 
often caused by iron deficiency due to high 
soil pH in the oak tree's soil. Chlorosis causes 
yellowing of the leaves. Depending on the 
severity of the condition, the leaves may turn 
uniformly yellow-green, or they may only 
show small patches of yellow between the 
leaves' veins, while the veins themselves re-
main green. Trees with chlorosis may display 
stunted foliage and premature leaf drop. 

Solutions 

Chlorosis due to high pH is corrected by low-
ering the pH of the soil around the tree. The 
most common way to so this is by applying 
some form of sulfur. Common sulfur is often 
used, but ferrous sulfate and aluminum sulfate 
can also be effective. A more natural, but 
more gradual, solution involves mulching and 
adding organic matter to the soil, which will 
lower the pH slowly over time. A substantial 
layer of oak leaf litter top dressing is ideal for 
this purpose. Avoid applying excessive organic 
material around the base of your trees, and try 
to keep soil disturbances minimal to avoid 
worsening chlorosis symptoms. 

http://homeguides.sfgate.com/damage-high-ph-oaks-
33895.html  
 

 
October 6, 2017—Despite months of negotiating and debating plans to 

preserve the extensive net of roots on Tree 871 that have grown out into the 

roadway of Bute Street, contractors working on NSR467 excavated deeply 

within the agreed 10-ft protection zone adjacent to the trunk of this old Live 

Oak. They claimed that "no large roots were damaged" and went on to pour 

caustic lime solution and then to mix it into the stabilized sand fill. (The 

preservation plan specified that plain sand be used to backfill within this  

10-ft zone.) 

Emails and phone calls were made to Jody Craze, Project Manager for the 

City of Houston PWE Department, and to CM Cohen's Office while the mix-

ing machine was still turning the lime mixture into the soil. In less than an 

hour, Dale Temple, Urban Forester COH, Jeff Griffis, Supervising Engineer, 

and Steve Kruger, the tree contractor for NSR467 arrived on scene to assess 

the situation. As a thick layer of fill dirt had been pile high above the root 

bed, it was not possible to completely evaluate the damage to Tree 871 at 

that time. 

Mr. Kruger brought a crew out that afternoon to manually remove the over-

fill from the root bed so that a proper inspection could be made the follow-

ing morning. More by luck than intent – the bulk of the root bed seems to 

have escaped the excavator and was protected by the layer of asphalt into 

which it has grown. Mr. Temple advised against any further chemical appli-

cations near the tree, and is to monitor its health going forwards.  

In following up how this error could have occurred, it was discovered that 

the modified protection plans for the curb bump out did indeed specify the 

use of plain sandy backfill behind the bump out, but this specification ap-

parently was not carried over to the spec sheet for materials, so crews used 

what they had to backfill – which included lime-stabilized sand. –DETAILS! 

Fast forward to October 11—after 

months spent  hashing out engineering 

plans for 100-ft. of bumped out curb, 

crews have at last paved the east half of 

the 3900 block of Bute—well, mostly! 

  

More by luck than intent – 
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Email:  

Commercial Members help us keep  
our neighborhood special ! 

Please patronize these special businesses who support us . 

If you own a business and wish to become a commercial member of  
First Montrose Commons , please contact us via our web page: 

 

Strong neighborhood businesses help build strong neighborhoods. 

Is Your Ad Missing? 

Then it's time to 

renew 

Contact us today! 

Scan the QR Code to 

Sign up for  

Halloween Party 
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Harris County Leaders 
Concerned About 
Potential for  
Catastrophic   
US Army Corps says 
Addicks & Barker at 

  
           —in 2009 
 

Houston has a long history of catastrophic 
flooding and loss of lives downtown – that 
is before the US Army Corps of Engineers 
built the Addicks and Barker Dams & 
Reservoirs west of town. But the civic spirit 
and guts to build such big long term 
projects – and to maintain and update 
them—seems sadly to be gone. 

An article in The Houston Chronicle   
October 6 paints a frightening picure of 
the consequences of decades of neglect of 
these two essential parts of Huston's 
infrasructure. You are encoured to read it 
and to write to Gov. Abbott and members 
of Texas' Congressional Delegation to urge 
them to act to prevent a repeat of what 
happened to New Orleans when its levies 
failed AFTER Hurricane Katrina,. 

http:/ww.houstonchronicle.com/opinion/editorials/atic le/
Dam-failure-would-doom-Houston-to-a-week-of-
12243517.php   . (all one line) 
 

It is a DAMNED Failure, all right! 

 

What's in a Name? 

A Lesson in CIVICS 
The Civic Association of The First Montrose Commons – 
quite a mouthful, but our founders chose each word very carefully and intentionally.  

Thus, the founders of FMC intended  that we be connected to the larger 
community of our neighborhood, our area, and our City as a whole.  

All three of these now face serious challenges; all three need our connection and 
active involvement to meet these challenges; all three depend on YOUR 
involvement to succeed. 

First Montrose Commons – the neighborhood – depends on the volunteer efforts  
of residents to protect, preserve and improve our neighborhood – for ALL of us. 
We are having an election November 21, 2017 to select Board members to guide 
us and insure we meet these goals. BUT – we cannot succeed unless YOU step up 
and volunteer to serve – either as an Officer or as an assistant to the Board. We 
must recruit new residents with new ideas and energy if the Board is to succeed. If 
you believe that FMC is the best neighborhood in Houston, we want you to con-
tact any member of the Board and offer your talents to help us keep it that way.  

Neartown/Montrose, Houston Super Neighborhood #24 is one of 88 organiza-
tions that serve on Houston's Super Neighborhood Alliance. “A super neighbor-
hood is a geographically designated area where residents, civic organizations, 
institutions and businesses work together to identify, plan, and set priorities 
to address the needs and concerns of their community. The boundaries of 
each super neighborhood rely on major physical features (bayous, freeways, 
etc.) to group together contiguous communities that share common physical 
characteristics, identity or infrastructure. The super neighborhood elects a 
council comprised of area residents and stakeholders that serves as a forum 
to discuss issues and identify and implement priority projects for the area.”  
http://www.houstontx.gov/superneighborhoods/  Neartown meets the fourth 
Tuesday of each month at the Cherryhurst Community Center from 7-8pm. Anyone 
who lives in Neartown/Montrose may attend and join. FMC is an official member 
of Neartown. This Super Neighborhood is very active in vetting candidates, and 
actively participates in Council actions affecting our area.  

The City of Houston  is having a BOND ELECTION TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7  to 
fund PENSION REFORMS, PUBLIC SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS, PARKS & 
LIBRARIES. This pension bond election  
MUST PASS to PREVENT LARGE LAYOFFS ACROSS THE BOARD IN HOUSTON.   
                

EARLY VOTING BEGINS OCTOBER 23 and runs through NOVEMBER 3 
You can VOTE at the WEST GRAY MULTISERVICE CENTER 1475 WEST GRAY 

HISD – The Houston Independent School District – is also having an election 
November 7, to elect a Trustee to Position V of the School Board. 

The State of Texas has seven Constitutional Amendments of the November 7 
ballot.  Fnd out more at http://harrisvotes.com/VotingInfo/ElectionDay.aspx  
including a SAMPLE BALLOT. 

 
If your Trash & Recycling is Not Being 

Collected in a Construction Zone 

Please label your cans with your address and 
PLACE THEM ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE 
STREET or DOWN THE BLOCK so the Solid Waste 
Truck Can ACCESS Them 
Solid Waste Management requires 3 FEET of 
clearance on both sides of cans for the automated 
trucks to work. Further, the arm can only reach out 
so far. So if the construction blocks the reach of 
this arm, YOUR CANS WILL NOT BE EMPTIED. 
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Houston Center for Contemporary Craft (FREE) 

For Hire: Contemporary Sign Painting in America — Through Jan. 7 

Storyline: The Contemporary Quilt — Through Jan. 7 

Houston Museum of Natural Science —  

Faces from the Southern Ocean — a photographic exhibit through Dec. 22  

Contemporary Arts Museum —  

Annabeth Rosen: Fired, Broken, Gathered, Heaped — Through Nov. 26 

Houston Museum of Fine Arts —  

The Menil Collection (FREE) — 

Thirty Works for Thirty Years — Through January 28 

Mona Hatoum: Terra Infirma — Through February 25 

The Fabiola Project, Installed at the Byzantine Fresco Chapel, 
Houston Museum of African American Culture –    

The Magnificent Faith Ringgold — Through October 22 
Art Blocks at Main Street Square —  

 
by Tom McBrayer   

Au gu s t  2017  

Location Crime Premises Date 
Time 

600 
Richmond 

BMV Restaurant 
Parking Lot 

08.01  
8:00 pm 

600 
W Main 

Auto Theft Apartment 
Parking Lot 

08.03  
9:00 pm 

500 
Richmond 

Theft Apartment 08.03  
5:00 pm 

4000 
Roseland 

Robbery Apartment 08.05  
1:00 am 

800 
W Main 

Aggravated 
Assault 

Convenience 
Store (?) 

08.10  
2:00 pm 

500 
Richmond 

Theft Apartment 08.11  
9:00 pm 

500 
Richmond 

Theft Apartment 08.14  
3:00 pm 

4000 
Roseland 

Burglary Residence 08.15  
9:00 pm 

500 
W Alabama 

Drugs Street 08.16  
midnight 

600 
Richmond 

Burglary Restaurant 08.18  
4:00 am 

800 
W Alabama 

BMV Apartment 
Parking Lot 

08.18  
1:00 am 

800 
Colquitt 

BMV Residence 08.18  
7:00 am 

500 
Richmond 

Auto Theft Garage 08.19  
8:00 pm 

500 
Branard 

Theft Driveway 08.19  
9:00 pm 

800 
Richmond 

Burglary Residence 08.22  
3:00 am 

500 
Richmond 

BMV Garage 08.22  
6:00 pm 

3900 
Montrose 

BMV Commercial 
Parking 

08.22  
8:00 am 

4200 
Jack 

Robbery Street 08.11  
10:00 pm 

Location, Location, Location. That’s the realtor’s 
mantra. Even though the PIP monthly reports are 
arranged in chronological order, look at the 
location of the crimes by block and street. For 
August, 500 Richmond was the site of 28% of 
the 18 crimes reported. Throw in 600 Richmond 
and 4200 Jack and you’ve got 44% in this section 
of FMC. Yes, location is vital.  

CrimeReports™ 

https://www.crimereports.com/ 

LexisNexis® | Community Crime Map 

https://communitycrimemap.com 

Who you gonna call? 
Emergencies -Life, Property in 

IMMEDIATE DANGER     

Non-emergency Police 

  

               

 

All other City Services            311 

 B E S T  T O  U S E  S M A R T P H O N E  A P P    

H I D E  •  L O C K  •  R E P O R T  
E V E R Y T H I N G !  



 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

OCT 23 – NOV 3, 2017 
EARLY VOTING – W GRAY MSC –  
1475 W GRAY 

Tuesday, October 31,  2017 – 6-8pm  
The Hofheinz House 3900 Milam  
FMC HALLOWEEN PARTY  
ADVANCE SIGN UP ONLINE REQUIRED 

First Montrose Commons General Meeting 
FMC BOARD ELECTIONS 
The Montrose Center – Room 328 
401 Branard @ Bute St 
 

Tuesday, December 5, 2017 
FMC ANNUAL HOLIDAY PARTY 
VENUE TO BE ANNOUNCED 
6:30-8:30pm 
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T h e  S T R E E T  I S  N O T  Y O U R  G A R A G E  

 
1. Parking on any street for more than 24 hours. 

2. Parking blocking ANY portion of ANY sidewalk – EVER. 

3. Parking between the sidewalks and the curb. 

4. Parking within 20 feet of ANY intersection. 

5. Parking within 30 feet of STOP sign or crosswalk. 

6. Parking facing the wrong way. 

Not even for “just a minute!” 

IF YOU LIVE, OWN PROPERTY, OR RUN A BUSINESS 

IN THE AREA ABOVE, WE WANT YOU TO JOIN OUR 

EFFORTS TO KEEP FMC THE BEST PLACE TO BE! 
Residents pay only $10 per person per year.  

Businesses can choose from three levels of membership 

from $50 - $500 per year. 

September 19 FMC MEETING AGENDA 

FMC Membership Report & Election Announcement 

IMPORTANT CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION NSR467 

Mayor Turner announces recycling schedule resumes Nov 1st, FMC's Date is Nov 6th  

Please DO NOT PLACE YOUR RECYCLING CANS OUT BEFORE OUR REGULAR DATE – NOV 6! 

STILL NO WORD ON HEAVY TRASH PICKUP, so please don't place "normal" HEAVY TRASH curbside until notified by the city. 

LABEL YOUR CANS WITH YOUR ADDRESS. 


